Affiliate marketing is viewed as one of the online strategies that help marketers' measure success and deal with productivity. Marketers use it as a starting point to create new business or to develop an existing one. Affiliate programs support and develop these new strategies of marketing. Affiliate marketing is performance-based marketing where merchants reward affiliates commission for successful referrals. In Albania, we have chosen some of the most ranked online companies to see how this new techniques could be implemented to benefit both parts. Some of the research questions that have been raised in this paper are; how are the affiliated marketing techniques used in information portals in Albania? Under what conditions those web sites are developed? What payment fees are better to be used? In the evidence of a descriptive research, this paper will make an attempt to answer these questions.
Introduction
Affiliate marketing has become an important strategy of customer acquisition. With the use of Internet, a business can create a network of affiliate organizations that refer customers to its site. Possible affiliations include sellers of products and services, web sites connecting a group of customers with joint interests, or professional referral services. It is expected to become a major source of customer acquisition by many online merchants (Dysart, 2002; Fox, 2000) , and industry servers expect (Fox, 2000) .
Affiliate marketing occurs where a third-party advertises products or services on behalf of a merchant in return for an agreed commission for a sale or lead. As a result, affiliates are sometimes viewed as an extended sales force for a website (Stokes, 2010) .
Affiliate marketing is mainly used for E-Commerce websites; however, it doesn't have to be limited to this. If other parts on site are valuable, it may be worth considering engaging an affiliate. Many merchants pay affiliates a referral fee for every referral that is converted into a customer (pay-per conversion).
For a long time, marketers have not been satisfied by the effectiveness of their advertising campaigns. Most display ads (banner ads) require an advertiser to pay as soon as a website serves an ad to the user, and almost all search ads require an advertiser to pay as soon as a user clicks an add.
Affiliate marketing payment rules are created to protect advertisers against wasted expenses.
For example, when buying display advertising, an advertiser is worried that few users will click its ads: Perhaps the ads are irrelevant to users' interests or are placed in locations where few users notice. Some of these factors are outside the advertiser's control (Zhu and Kenneth, 2011) . Standard contracts let advertising networks decide which sites show a given advertiser's add. Under these circumstances, advertisers perceive serious risks that their banner advertising expenditures will be wasted. Similarly, an advertiser buying search ads risks extra expense if uninterested users, competitors, or fraudsters click or purportedly click (Zhu and Kenneth, 2011) .
One interesting characteristic of affiliate marketing is that there are no up-front costs to either the host or the sponsor (Zeff and Aronson 1997) . The sponsor, however, faces some hidden costs of entering into an affiliate relationship with too many partners.
The ideal host site for an affiliate sponsor would be one that attracts the same, or similar, customers that is interested. This in turn implies that the host should be the one that retails products and shares similarities with the products sold by the affiliate sponsor. The problem then is identifying the relationships among the different product categories. This is similar to the category management problem faced by traditional retailers and extensively explored in the retailing literature (Ludwig, 2012) . In this case, the marketers' chief interest is studying demand substitutability (within product categories) and demand complementarily (across product categories) to guide decisions with respect to merchandising, store layout decisions, and so forth (Russell and Kamakura, 1997).
Literature review

Online Advertising and Affiliate Marketing
The concept "online advertising" has many definitions. (Chaffey,2000) claims that advertising takes place when advertiser pays to place advertising content on another website. Internet advertising is a traffic building campaign -a method to increase the audience of a website.
Online advertising is a form of promotion that uses the Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) to deliver marketing messages to attract customers.
For content providers, online advertising is an important revenue stream. They can sell advertising space to the merchants to promote their products and services (Chaffey, 2000) .
Content providers have four options to sell the advertising space: direct selling, site representation firm, ad network and auctions.
Recently another option named affiliate marketing has been used effectively. Affiliate marketing is an agreement between a merchant and content providers to promote merchants' products or services on their websites.
Merchants are called advertisers in online marketing and they pay for the content providers' services only when visitor from their website execute a specified action. Such action can be a purchase of a product for example, filling in a form with personal data, subscribing to a newsletter etc.
Who are affiliates?
Affiliates are specializing in different areas and offering different types of affiliate marketing on their websites. There are some types of them:
Type 1: Niche content and personal interest websites
Affiliates run websites that cater to a certain niche in the online marketplace and can be an ideal way for merchants to target users specifically interested in certain products and drive great quality traffic. Websites that would fall into this category include sites offering free bias, information on certain hobbies or topics, games and bingo websites, and retail and travel-related sites.
Type 2: Loyalty and reward websites
Loyalty and reward websites build a loyal user base by marketing merchants to their users and then share their profits with them. They can share these profits by offering pure cash back to users or awarding them points that can be used to contribute towards discounted online purchases through the website.
Type 3: PPC and search affiliates
Pay per click (PPC) and search affiliates bid on words and phrases in search engines to help drive traffic to a merchant's website by using the sponsored links on portals such as Google, Yahoo, etc. Affiliates are now able to use brand terms and improve merchant rankings within the natural portal listings. This is called organic search engine optimization (SEO). Merchants are able to choose whether they wish their products to have affiliates bidding to promote them. If they do, they must then decide whether affiliates may bid on brand terms or just generic terms. Brand term means using the actual merchant name, whereas generic term refers to using a genre or topic to bid on the product.
Type 4: Email marketers
Email affiliates send stand-alone email campaigns to their users. Companies have been set-up specializing in this form of affiliate marketing and have expansive and comprehensive lists which allow merchant's to target specific niches within their target market. Email marketers tend to be paid on a cost per thousand (CPM) bases.
Type 5: Affiliate networks
Affiliate networks are establishing themselves as 'top tier' affiliates exposing merchant offers to their own networks of affiliates while providing account management and assistance where needed. These large scale networks are often capable of providing email marketing, co-registration, PPC and classic affiliate banners, and skyscrapers to run on their affiliate's websites.
Type 6: Co-registration affiliates
Co-registration is a fairly new form of affiliate marketing and allows users to choose offers from third-party merchants whilst registering on a website, but only with the user's full approval. Registration details are passed on to the merchant who then pays the affiliate for the users details.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Affiliate Marketing
Affiliate marketing is beneficial both for merchants and affiliate marketers (Ludwig, 2012) .
Merchants can hire various independent websites to advertise their products and services. Advertiser of merchant can only pay the content providers if the ad actually leads to a sale and advertising costs move from fixed to variable costs on ad in affiliate marketing. It can facilitate allocating money to advertising.
Even content providers can enjoy various advantages from affiliate marketing. It offers content providers new chances to generate revenues from their websites offering them the opportunity to cooperate with large number of merchants, which they would not have access otherwise (Russell and Wagner, 1997) .
Some disadvantages are observed in affiliate marketing. Accounts of false and misleading types of advertising that lead to unjust claim and also complaints people. The shady and illegal practices involved in this kind of business include false advertising, unlawful use of trade names, logos, or other branding, spamming and hijacking. Merchants sometimes intentionally close down programs without informing the affiliates and paying commissions.
Sometimes affiliates engage in false advertising and misleading the customer in order to get commission. This means that some affiliates sometimes make claims and promises regarding the product and services which are completely wrong or they extremely exaggerate it. When this happens, the merchant usually suffers complaints and they definitely lose potential customer.
As affiliate ads pay out on results, content providers do not have any guarantees that they will make money. They may have to try a number of different affiliates to find those that their visitors respond to. Content providers should have a good idea of the profile of people that visit their site to ensure their target customers appropriately. The time from placing the ad up to getting payment can be several months depending on the affiliate schemes or network content provider register with.
Affiliate marketing pricing mode
The following, are the main types of affiliate marketing models (Affiliatefix, 2014):
CPM or cost-per-thousand impressions, is one of the oldest metrics for affiliate marketing. Merchants will pay publishers a fixed rate for every thousand impressions their advertisement is served. Targeted traffic is regarded better.
CPC or cost-per-click marketing is one of the moods where publishers charge a fee for an individual click delivered to the merchant's site or program. Costs will vary per click and will be significant to the competition within the sector or niche.
CPL or cost-per-lead is used in sectors where the customers' acquisition isn't always completed in a single online session. It can vary from gathering something as simple as an email address to a large form or action. Leads are priced according to the corresponding criteria.
CPD or cost-per-download is the process of the merchant paying when downloading or installing. Otherwise known as costper-install, the CPD model has seen a significant increase with the rise of mobile advertising and apps.
CPC or cost-per-call, also known as pay-per-call, is the pricing model where by merchant will pay on a call-in basis. Publishers will get customers to qualify a purchase or transaction by calling a specific number.
CPA or cost-per-action is the most popular model for direct response marketers. Merchants are almost guaranteed profit as they only pay per action, which is set out in the initial stages. The payout differs on the level of action that is required, for example, an email submission will pay less than a full form submission.
Tenancy pricing model is where the merchant or advertiser pays a flat, fixed fee per month regardless of the amount of impressions, clicks or leads. Although the results can be hard to measure, and there's no guarantee it will work, the tenancy model can offer large coverage for big companies and brands.
Hybrid pricing model is the combination of several of the above. It's used when a merchant wants to track and focus on the whole purchase or funnel of the offer. Offering different models across one process can really benefit publishers and merchants.
Revenue share is when the merchant agrees to share a commission or portion of the conversion with the publisher. It is often used when a customer may be spending money on a product or program more than several times.
Most affiliate marketing programs, will work on one or several of the above pricing models.
Traffic
Internet traffic is the flow of people and data across the internet. In order to get conversions or views on your affiliate marketing campaigns, it is necessary to know how to gain traffic. The definition of traffic is basically the amount of viewers on your website.
Internet traffic comes in many forms. However, it can often be separated into paid or free. Paid traffic is usually leveraging off someone else and paying for it. Most of the time, paid traffic can be instant, though often you are put through an approval process. For example, if someone were to buy some advertising space on a website, it would be classed as paid traffic. In many instances, a budget or funding is needed in order to get started with paid traffic, as sometimes you're required to pay prior to the traffic coming in. Any online platform or service that demands you pay prior to, or after, for website traffic, falls under the paid traffic category.
For example Google ads, Facebook ads, any real time bidding or self-serve platform will all fall under paid traffic. The cost and pricing model comes down to how targeted and volatile the specific niche of the traffic is. The more popular and targeted it is, the more you will be paying for the traffic, in most cases.
Free Traffic
The opposite of paid traffic is free traffic. This is traffic that you don't directly pay for to be sent to your site. Using a variety of methods, free traffic can be sent to your website without a payment for it. Free traffic methods can take longer, especially with something like SEO (search engine optimization).
Free traffic comes in many shapes and forms. However, the most popular methods are those of SEO and social marketing. For instance, if someone has a large Facebook Fan Page for his niche and direct users to the site via a status update, that is free traffic you haven't had to pay for. Another example would be if you were able to rank a keyword on the first page of Google for your site and you didn't pay for any ranking. The traffic you would be receiving from Google would be free traffic.
Obviously, if you have a budget, paid traffic is a faster way? But, if your budget it limited then free traffic is your choice. Longevity, on the one hand, can be achieved from free traffic. On the other hand, paid traffic is often used for a short burst, making it successful for specific campaigns (Neeman, 2013) .
When learning affiliate marketing, it is easy to get lost in multiple traffic sources. The key is to pick one or two and master them. Most new affiliate marketers will start on free traffic since funds are low and it is a great way to learn the basic. Then they decide to move into paid traffic when they have a larger budget, giving them the option to test different sources.
Important Choices for affiliate marketing
According to (Affiliatefix.com, 2017) an affiliate should take into consideration:
This split is pretty even and in line with the general population which is; 51% male and 49% female.
Age breakdown:
Affiliate marketing is certainly something anyone can do. The distribution of age is interesting and encouraging to anyone interested in generating additional income from affiliate marketing efforts. While retail and consumer products and services are certainly the lion's share of the offers out there, you can't forget about business products. What's interesting is how few affiliates solely dedicate their efforts towards driving business-to-business products.
Product promotion goes:
B2C: 69%, B2B: 1.3%, Both: 29.7%.
Contact method:
Affiliates almost unanimously prefer to be contacted via email. While some networks and relationships may support methods of contact outside email, it's very uncommon. Contacts Methods are; Email: 91%, IM: 4%, Phone: 8%, All of the above: 7%, Other: 1%. Affiliates are constantly seeking out new affiliate programs to join, especially as their traffic increases or diversify. Although, affiliates are most likely to reach out and request joining an affiliate program, most likely through a network, advertisers should know that them reaching out to the affiliate is still a common practice. Affiliates also use search engines to find affiliate programs. As an advertiser, having a Pay per Click strategy in place to include affiliate program related keywords can help increase your affiliate base. Affiliate info on merchant's website: 51%, affiliate Manager reaches out directly: 42%, search engine searches: 39%, affiliate or CPA network: 38%, check competitor's websites: 26%, word of mouth: 20%, affiliate manager website: 15%, conferences: 9%, other: 8%, print publications: 4%.
Program promotion:
Most affiliates are specialists in their niche, which means they generally only promote closely related products and advertisers (Affiliatefix.com ,2017 ). Almost half of affiliates this last year were promoting 10 or fewer programs. Over 75% promote fewer than 50 affiliate programs, 1 -10: 47%, 11 -20: 16%, 21 -50: 14%, 51 -100: 6%, 101 -200: 3%, 201 -300: 1%, 300+: 12%.
Network affiliation:
To join a network, merchants are usually charged to launch or to set it up. For affiliates though, it is almost always free to join(Affiliatefix.com, 2017). This enables them to belong to several networks, in some cases, every network. A good network will have high quality merchants, reliable tracking, affiliate-friendly tools and sophisticated reporting, among other things. 
Methodology
For affiliates, keeping up to date with merchants, other affiliates and the industry is probably the key to growth (Stokes, 2010) . Joining forums and keeping tabs on industry leaders will help do just that. So the information from forums and websites is relevant. We used forums, web sites, academic journals and books to gain secondary data for the research purpose.
Primary data. As traffic is one of the evidence of successful affiliate marketing, we first found evidence of the most ranked sites in Albania. Statistics were used from alexia.com part of amazon.com, as one of the most successful affiliates site (Ranking.com, 2017). Ranking (the number of sites linking in Alexa reports is the number of websites in Alexa's crawl of the web that link to a given website) is a rough estimate of this site's popularity.
The rank is calculated using a combination of average daily visitors to this site and its page views over the past 3 months. The site with the highest combination of visitors and page views is ranked #1. (Aleksa.com). We chose 30 of the first websites. From them we selected only Albanian online journals or news portals (not Kosovo´s site).
We used observation technique as an instrument of collecting data. (Marshall and Rossman 1989) , define observation as "the systematic description of events, behaviors, and artifacts in the social setting chosen for study" in qualitative research.
For a Period of Two weeks we observed the pages of the websites selected. We found the companies ads on their web sites. We grouped them in two categories: affiliate and on line ads. Then for each of them we used the consumer ghost technique to gather information from their websites as price per ads (do they use affiliate programs etc.). The emerging world of blogs must be understood within the larger context of a changing global news arena where the public naturally seeks perspectives beyond one specific locality and nation (Croad, 2003) . The migration of news and information to an online platform has disrupted old patterns of reading and changing the relationship between audiences and news providers.
Research
As traffic is one of the evidence of successful affiliate marketing, we first found evidence of the most ranked sites in Albania. We used alexia.com part of amazon.com as one of the most successful affiliate sites. Ranking (the number of sites linking in Alexa reports is the number of websites in Alexa's crawl of the web that link to a given website) is a rough estimate of this site's popularity. In the thirty first sites ranked, we found five Albanian Information Portals or online newspapers. The other sites were web portal from Kosovo (5), international websites as face book, youtube etc ( 5), and the other were entertainment pages. The results and its respective ranking is as follow for the News Portal: The new e-paper technology has provided the newspaper companies with the possibility of publishing a portable digital enewspaper with the same readability as in print media. The e-newspaper is converging print and online with the best from two worlds, i.e. the overview and familiar design of the printed edition and the interactivity and continuous updates of the web. An online newspaper is created by the convergence of the newspaper and the Internet. As Chyi and Sylvie (2001) describe "technologically, the Internet enables online newspapers to seek a world-wide market. Most online newspapers are owned by their print counterparts, also serve as online editions' primary content providers". According to (Boczkowski, 2004 ) the emergence of online newspapers has occurred "partly as a reaction to major socioeconomic and technological trends, such as changing competitive scenario and developments in computers and telecommunications -trends that, in turn, online newspapers have influenced". Table 1 shows a high ranking of these portals. Thus, the first condition for successful affiliate marketing from these portals is evident. These portals may serve as affiliates, bringing benefits for merchant and portals to. Ranking is an important evidence, but is not enough. We need to see other element of these portals. 
Keywords
How to maximize the keyword activity?
Most customers have a feel for where they want to go online, and typically perform multiple searches, but research by (Onestat, 2017) also shows the importance of covering generic long tail keywords:
• 2 word queries currently account for 30% of Searchqueries • 3 words: 27%
• 4 words: 17.1%
• 5 words: 8.25%
• 6 words: 3.7%
The use of Keywords is not optimal. Most webs use two keywords. This will affect the web search engine.
Using at list two words will increase the possibility of finding the right site. This is crucial for Panormal.com.al, Shekullioniline.com and Telegrafi.com.
Keywords will increase the possibility of finding the right site.
Average prices of ads.
Using the concept "Customer ghost", entire representative portal webs above were contacted, as e representative of a construction company in Vlora. We asked them for the prices of their ads. The average prices listed above. We use the average price for two reasons:
Little difference between prices is noted in different online portals.
2. For ethical issues. As we used the costumer ghosts, we decided not to mention prices of ads for this portals; These were the average fees for the month.
Since March 22, 2011, a feature has been added into the Adsense Reporting system, where we can see the ad performance based on countries. This is the raking that compile with around 10 million ad impressions from 10 sites of different nature. Hopefully it helps in deciding which countries to target. A smart publisher should target those on top of the list. 
Conclusions Recommendations
Affiliate marketing is a new concept in Albania. With the development of internet/online advertisement is increasing day by day. In affiliate marketing, content providers provide online marketing and advertising facilities for advertisers where they (advertisers) pay for their advertisements. Rapid development of online marketing indicates better possibilities and opportunities of affiliate marketing in online advertisement. Content providers should offer a variety of options available for online advertising on the website for their users. By providing quality service, affiliate marketing can become a greater source of revenue. In near future, it will gain more popularity and users will be able to buy their products sitting at home by placing orders just watching the advertisement. For selling advertising space of the website, affiliate marketing is very much significant to the content providers. To accelerate and conduct the affiliate marketing effectively, several recommendations are made:
-Content providers should recommend high quality product or service.
-Content providers should affiliate to link straight to individual products, rather than just the home page (otherwise visitors might not go for the next step). "Pay-per-sale" and "Pay-per-lead" are good payment models for content providers.
-Content providers should give the prospective customer content surrounding the niche with the products relate to.
-Content providers should build a process that allows them to choose products that sell easily. In addition it allows not choosing products subjectively.
VII. Limitation
1. The first limitation comes from professional knowledge of the news portals about affiliate marketing. Most of them do not have knowledge about it.
2. The second limitation comes from the mode of gathering primary date. The ghost client technique may be a genuine one, but it is not a complete one.
